Perform emissions inspections on 1996 and newer vehicles with the EASE North Carolina Analyzer System (NCAS).

Dependable Components

The EASE NCAS comes standard with top-of-the-line components, including a Dell Desktop Computer with Intel processor, high quality laser printer and Honeywell bar code scanner. Maximum system dependability is assured because of the use of the best equipment available. Teaming these products with the certified EASE NCAS software equals unmatched performance and value.

Quick Inspections with Wireless Technology

Move vehicles quickly thru the emissions testing process with the optional EASE NCAS Wireless Upgrade. With this upgrade you’ll get the revolutionary EASE Wireless Enhanced Vehicle Interface (EVI-W) that eliminates the need for cables between the vehicle under test and the NCAS PC. Simply connect the interface to the vehicle and start testing.

Award Winning Diagnostics Capabilities Available

Built on award winning diagnostics technology, the EASE NCAS can be used for more than just emissions testing. No additional hardware is required to expand the EASE NCAS into a powerful diagnostics workstation. With the addition of the EASE PC Scan Tool software, the EASE NCAS can be used to quickly diagnose vehicle problems.

EASE NCAS SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE:

WE INCLUDE OVER $500 IN FREE PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

Purchase an EASE NCAS System and you will get the following software for FREE! We call it our NCAS Productivity Pack. These software programs are essential additions for performing fast and efficient emissions inspections.

Basic OBD II Generic Scan Tool Software: Remarkable power for such a simple tool! View OBD II Generic parameters, DTCs, I/M monitors, Freeze Frame, O2 tests and other data in grid, meter or graph formats for a quick and easy look at diagnostic data.

DLC Location Software Library: Can't find the vehicle's Diagnostic Link Connector (DLC)? Just choose the year, make and model and you'll have the DLC location on your computer screen in moments - a great time saver.

DTC Software Library: Our Diagnostic Trouble Code Library includes over 20,000 codes and descriptions. Both Generic and Manufacturer Specific DTCs are included.

Drive Cycle Software Library: Extensive library that shows the steps needed to complete the I/M monitors required for an OBD II emissions test. Don't waste time driving around...know exactly what to do.
EASE OBD II NCAS SYSTEM INCLUDES

Certified EASE Emissions Software
The easy to use EASE Emissions Inspection Software is installed on every EASE NCAS PC.

EASE Enhanced Vehicle Interface
The EASE Vehicle Interface works on all OBD II compliant (1996+) vehicles. It also supports OEM enhanced data so the EASE PAS system can be easily expanded to a diagnostics workstation with the EASE PC Scan Tool add-on.

HP Laser Printer
You’ll get fast, high quality output and performance with this laser printer.

Honeywell 2D Bar Code Scanner
This high-speed scanner decodes 1D and 2D bar codes with a bright easy to see, easy to aim laser line. Visual and audible confirmation of good decodes.

Visual and audible confirmation of good decodes.

Dell Flat Panel Monitor
19 inch monitor displays sharp text and crisp, clear images.

Cabinet
Mobile storage for the EASE NCAS equipment. Slide out keyboard drawer. Second shelf holds printer. Locking lower compartment with two shelves for PC and other supplies. 27” W x 24” D x 49.25” H; 125 lbs

Multi-Purpose Dell PC
You’ll get the latest and greatest technology and components with this Dell PC. Expect superb performance and speed from the Intel Processor. Use the EASE NCAS PC for emissions testing and more.

Storage Case
Store NCAS cables and accessories in this useful plastic storage case.

Bonus Productivity Software
- Basic OBD II Generic Scan Tool
- DTC Software Library
- DLC Location Software Library
- Drive Cycle Software Library

Optional EASE PC Scan Tool Add-on
View, graph and record live data on your NCAS PC with the most feature rich Scan Tool Software. Includes extensive data coverage and a vast range of controllers, data and bi-directional controls.

Increase Your Revenue with NEW OBD2 Vehicle Inspections
Introducing VehicleMRI - an online tool that will scan a vehicle and provide a quick in-depth assessment of a vehicle’s health by performing hundreds of tests/checks on the vehicle’s internal electronic systems in a matter of minutes! Works with the EASE NCAS Vehicle Interface.

For More Info Call 888-366-3273 or Go to VehicleMRI.com
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